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Dear teachers,

You do a job that is nearly impossible and utterly essential.

We are in your corner – extending your reach, saving you time, and 
enhancing your understanding of each student.

Thank you for working with us to craft rigorous and riveting learning 
experiences for your classroom. 

We share your goal of inspiring all students to think deeply, creatively, 
and for themselves.

Sincerely,
Amplify

Amplify’s Purpose Statement 



Goals for Part 2 session
By the end of this workshop, you will be able 
to to: 

By the end of this session, you will be able to:

❏ Unpack the progress build.

❏ Understand the coherence of an exemplar unit.

❏ Describe how Amplify Science supports CR-SE.



● Framing the day
○ Welcome

● Unit Exploration
○ Unpacking the Progress Build

● Unit Coherence
○ Unpacking unit coherence in 

your first unit
● Planning for CR-SE

○ Unpacking - Eliciting and 
Leveraging Students’ Prior 
Knowledge

● Closing
○ Final Questions & Feedback

Plan for part 2



● Prompt 2: What can we 
do to energize & excite 
you about Amplify Science 
today?

Ice Breaker! 
How’s everyone today?

● Prompt 1: Drop an emoji in 
the chat that describes how 
you’re feeling today.



Norms: Establishing a culture of learners

● Take risks: Ask any questions, provide any answers.
● Participate: Share your thinking, participate in discussion and 

reflection.
● Be fully present: Unplug and immerse yourself in the moment.
● Physical needs: Stand up, get water, take breaks.



● Framing the day
○ Welcome

● Unit Exploration
○ Unpacking the Progress Build

● Unit Coherence
○ Unpacking unit coherence in 

your first unit
● Planning for CR-SE

○ Unpacking - Eliciting and 
Leveraging Students’ Prior 
Knowledge

● Closing
○ Final Questions & Feedback

Plan for part 2



Unit Guide

The Unit Guide is a collection of 
resources to support planning and 
day-to-day instruction in the unit.

You can access the Unit Guide on 
the Unit landing page below the 
chapter buttons.



Program Hub

Use the Amplify Science Program 
Hub to find useful resources for 
implementing Amplify Science, 
including unit overview videos and 
planning tools.

The Program Hub also contains 
remote and hybrid learning 
resources.















Explore the Program Hub

Familiarize yourself with the 
Program Hub.

Be ready to share one resource 
you’ve found that you’ll use while 
planning and teaching.



Questions? 



Self-assessment

Reflect upon and celebrate your 
work so far by completing the first 
part of the self-assessment.

Pg. 
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Go to https://amplify.com/amplify-science-nyc-doe-review/ 

Logging in 
 Safari or Chrome

Click your grade band & then follow 
prompts

https://amplify.com/amplify-science-nyc-doe-review/


Unit Guide

In this part of the day, we’ll work on 
using the Unit Guide as a planning 
and teaching resource.



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

Practice identifying which Unit 
Guide document has the 
information you need.

Pgs. 
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Unit Guide scavenger hunt

the 3-D Statement for Chapter 1?

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

the 3-D Statement for Chapter 1?

● The 3-D Statements doc has 
3-D statements for the whole 
unit, each chapter, and each 
individual lesson.

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

more background information 
about a Key Concept I’m not sure I 
understand?

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

more background information 
about a Key Concept I’m not sure I 
understand?

● The Science Background doc 
explains the unit’s science 
content at an adult level. It also 
includes information about 
student thinking and 3-D 
learning in the unit.

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

a list of the teacher-provided 
materials I’ll need to gather before I 
start teaching?

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

a list of the teacher-provided 
materials I’ll need to gather before I 
start teaching?

● The Materials and Preparation 
doc lists kit and 
teacher-provided materials and 
has information about 
prepping for each lesson.

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

the timing of the activities in Lesson 
3.2?

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

the timing of the activities in Lesson 
3.2?

● Use the Lesson Overview 
Compilation to see all the 
Lesson Overviews together in 
one document.

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

which Crosscutting Concepts are 
emphasized in the unit?

Where would I look to find…

Two possible 

answers!



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

which Crosscutting Concepts are 
emphasized in the unit?

● Standards at a Glance lists 
NGSS and CCSS standards.

● Standards and Goals lists the 
standards and explains how 
students reach them.

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

the titles of the books students 
read in the unit?

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

the titles of the books students 
read in the unit?

● Books in This Unit summarizes 
each book and explains when 
and how students work with 
them.

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

a tool to help visualize the structure 
of each chapter in the unit?

Where would I look to find…



Unit Guide scavenger hunt

a tool to help visualize the structure 
of each chapter in the unit?

● The Coherence Flowchart 
diagrams the coherent flow of 
questions, evidence, and ideas 
in the unit.

Where would I look to find…

Pg. 
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Deeper learning
“When the goal is to prepare students to be 
successful in solving new problems and adapting 
to new situations, then deeper learning is called 
for.”

National Research Council. 2012. Education for Life and Work: Developing Transferable Knowledge and Skills in the 21st 
Century. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press. https://doi.org/10.17226/13398.



Deeper learning

● Conceptual knowledge that 
moves past the what to the 
why or how

● Analysis, reasoning, 
communication, and other 
skills

● Beyond retention, an ability to 
transfer and apply knowledge 
and skills to new contexts



Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Deep, causal 
understandingPrior knowledge

Progress Build

A unit-specific learning progression



Unpacking the Progress Build

Understanding a unit’s Progress 
Build will help you guide your 
students, address misconceptions, 
and avoid giving ideas away too 
early in the unit.

In this activity, you’ll use the 
Progress Build and the Science 
Background.

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Deep, causal 
understanding

Prior 
knowledge



Hidden Slide: Progress Build



Hidden Slide: Science Background



Unpacking the Progress Build

The purpose of this work time is to 
understand what the levels of the 
Progress Build are and reinforce 
your understanding of the science 
concepts in the Progress Build.

Next, you’ll work with a group to 
think about how the Progress Build 
drives students to deeper learning.

Pg. 
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Work time



Unpacking the Progress Build

In small groups, share your 
independent work then create a 
visual representation of the 
Progress Build.

Your visual should represent all 
levels of the Progress Build and 
illustrate how the different levels 
relate to one another.

Small group work: Create a visual



Deeper learning

● Conceptual knowledge that 
moves past the what to the 
why or how

● Analysis, reasoning, 
communication, and other 
skills

● Beyond retention, an ability to 
transfer and apply knowledge 
and skills to new contexts



Unpacking the Progress Build

How does the Progress Build drive 
students to deeper learning of the 
science concepts in your unit?

Reflection



Synthesizing our reflections

The Progress Build gives us a 
roadmap for how students’ 
conceptual understanding grows 
deeper and more complex through 
the unit.

 Tools for Deeper Learning

● Progress Build



● Framing the day
○ Welcome

● Unit Exploration
○ Unpacking the Progress Build

● Unit Coherence
○ Unpacking unit coherence in 

your first unit
● Planning for CR-SE

○ Unpacking - Eliciting and 
Leveraging Students’ Prior 
Knowledge

● Closing
○ Final Questions & Feedback

Plan for part 2



Gathering evidence

Chapter Question: How does Spruce the Sea Turtle do what she needs to do 
to survive?

Investigation Question: How do animals and plants do what they need to do 
to survive? 

Animal and Plant Defenses Lesson 1.2



Evidence sources work together

Investigation Question: How do animals 
and plants do what they need to do to 

survive? 
How do these activities 
work together to 
support understanding of 
how animals and plants 
do what they need to do 
to survive?

Reading Tortoise Parts and observing carrot eating



Gathering evidence

Chapter Question: How does Spruce the Sea Turtle do what she needs to do 
to survive?

Investigation Question: How do animals and plants do what they need to do 
to survive? 

What have students figured out so far? 

Animal and Plant Defenses Lesson 1.2



Multimodal learning

Do, 
Talk, 
Read, 
Write,
Visualize

Gathering evidence over multiple lessons 



Evidence sources work together

Teacher tip: Every evidence source 
plays an important role in student 
learning. Be sure to teach every 
activity in order!



Coherence Flowchart

Phenomenon
(Chapter Question) 

Investigation Question

Multiple sources of evidence

Key Concepts

Chapter Question: How does Spruce 
the Sea Turtle do what she needs to do 

to survive?

Investigation Question: How do 
animals and plants do what they need 

to do to survive?

A diagram of student learning

Pg. 
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Chapter Question: How does Spruce the Sea Turtle do what she needs to do to 
survive?

Investigation Question: How do animals and plants do what they need to do to 
survive?

Evidence: Read Tortoise Parts (1.2)
Evidence: Observe students eating (1.2)

Evidence: Describe structures in Tortoise Parts (1.3) 
Evidence: Watch videos of plant and animal structures (1.3)

Evidence: Read Spikes, Spines, and Shells (1.3)

Key Concept: Animals and plants have structures that help them do what they 
need to do to survive. (1.3)

Animal and Plant Defenses Lesson 1.2-1.3
Coherence Flowchart



Phenomenon
(Chapter Question) 

Investigation Question

Multiple sources of evidence

Key Concepts

Explanation of 
phenomenon

Coherence Flowchart
A diagram of student learning



Chapter Question: How does Spruce the Sea Turtle do what she needs to do to 
survive?

Investigation Question: How do animals and plants do what they need to do to 
survive?

Evidence: Read Tortoise Parts (1.2)
Evidence: Observe students eating (1.2)

Evidence: Describe structures in Tortoise Parts (1.3) 
Evidence: Watch videos of plant and animal structures (1.3)

Evidence: Read Spikes, Spines, and Shells (1.3)

Key Concept: Animals and plants have structures that help them do what they 
need to do to survive. (1.3)

Animal and Plant Defenses Lesson 1.2-1.3
Coherence Flowchart



Phenomenon
(Chapter Question)

Investigation Question

Multiple sources of 
evidence

Key Concepts  

Explanation of phenomenon

Investigation Question

Multiple sources of 
evidence

Key Concepts  

Coherence Flowchart



Pg. 
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Explore the Coherence Flowchart

Skim the Chapter 1 Coherence 
Flowchart.

Think about how you might use 
the Coherence Flowchart to 
summarize learning 
throughout Chapter 1.

Pg. 
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Reflection

After looking over the Coherence 
Flowchart, what new insights do 
you have about teaching and 
learning with Amplify Science?

Coherence Flowchart

 Teaching Learning



Questions? 



Break



Coherence Flowchart

First, read over the Chapter 1 
Coherence Flowchart.

Then try to find which part of the 
Coherence Flowchart seems 
connected to Level 1 of the 
Progress Build.

Pg. 
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Coherence Flowchart

Key Concepts can be seen as 
building blocks to the Progress 
Build levels.

Phenomenon
(Chapter Question) 

Investigation Question

Multiple sources of evidence

Key Concepts

Explanation of 
phenomenon



Coherence Flowchart

How do students figure out Key 
Concepts?

 Teaching Learning



Grade-level jigsaw

Each group member of each grade 
will become an expert on a Chapter 
1 evidence source then report back 
to the group:

● What science concept(s) are 
students working to figure out?

● What are students doing?

Pgs. 
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Hidden slide: Evidence sources in Coherence Flowchart



Hidden slide: Navigating to an evidence source in the 
teacher’s guide



Jigsaw

Each group member will become an 
expert on a Chapter 1 evidence 
source then report back to the 
group:

● What science concept(s) are 
students working to figure out?

● What are students doing?

Pgs. 
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Jigsaw

First, each group member shares: 

● What science concept(s) are 
students working to figure out?

● What are students doing?

Next, the whole group discusses: 

● What new understanding(s) do 
you have about how students 
figure out Key Concepts in your 
unit? 

Share your work

Pgs. 
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Jigsaw

What new ideas do you have about 
how students figure out Key 
Concepts?

 Teaching Learning



Phenomenon-based teaching and learning
A shift in science instruction

from learning about to figuring out

(like a student) (like a scientist)



3-D Learning
Figuring out like a scientist, using all three dimensions

Pg. 
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3-D Learning in Chapter 1

Return to your Jigsaw notes about 
the different evidence sources in 
Chapter 1.

How do students figure out like 
scientists, using all three 
dimensions?

Pgs. 
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Hidden slide: Navigate to a lesson’s 3-D statement



Connecting 3-D learning to deeper learning

Deeper learning:

● Conceptual knowledge that 
moves past the what to the 
why or how

● Analysis, reasoning, 
communication, and other 
skills

● Beyond retention, an ability to 
transfer and apply knowledge 
and skills to new contexts

How can 3-dimensional science lead students to deeper learning?



Synthesizing our reflections

When students work as scientists 
and learn using the 3 dimensions, 
they focus on explaining why or 
how rather than memorizing facts.

This makes them more able to 
remember ideas and transfer them 
to new context.

 Tools for Deeper Learning

● Progress Build
● 3-D learning



Synthesizing our reflections

The Coherence Flowchart gives 
teachers an at-a-glance diagram of 
the connections among evidence 
sources, questions, and Key 
Concepts.

It’s a great planning tool for deeper 
learning.

 Tools for Deeper Learning

● Progress Build
● 3-D learning
● Coherence Flowchart



● Framing the day
○ Welcome

● Unit Exploration
○ Unpacking the Progress Build

● Unit Coherence
○ Unpacking unit coherence in 

your first unit
● Planning for CR-SE

○ Unpacking - Eliciting and 
Leveraging Students’ Prior 
Knowledge

● Closing
○ Final Questions & Feedback

Plan for part 2



Culturally Responsive-Sustaining Education 

Principles of the framework

Pg.27



Read, reflect, & discuss

❏ Take a few moments to review 
these principles. 

❏ Reflect on how you already 
incorporate these principles 
into your regular practice.

❏ Share in the chat!

4 principles of CR-SE 

Pg. 
27



Culturally Responsive-Sustaining 
Education in Amplify Science

❏ Each group will be randomly 
assigned 1 common element of 
equitable teaching & learning.

❏ Read respective blurb.
❏ Prepare a slides with words & 

images that best summarizes 
how Amplify Science supports 
each element.  Be creative!

Collaborate in break-out rooms

Pgs. 
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Eliciting and Leveraging Students’ Prior Knowledge, 
Personal Experiences, and Cultural Backgrounds

Unit-specific document



● Framing the day
○ Welcome

● Unit Exploration
○ Unpacking the Progress Build

● Unit Coherence
○ Unpacking unit coherence in 

your first unit
● Planning for CR-SE

○ Unpacking - Eliciting and 
Leveraging Students’ Prior 
Knowledge

● Closing
○ Final Questions & Feedback

Plan for part 2



Closing reflection

Head: something you’ll keep in mind

Heart: something you’re feeling

Feet: something you’re planning to do

Based on our work today, share: 

�� 

��
��



New York City Resources Site

87

https://amplify.com/amplify-science-nyc-doe-resources/

Site Resources 
● Login information
● Pacing guides
● Getting started guide
● NYC Companion Lessons
● Resources from PD sessions
● And much more!

https://amplify.com/amplify-science-nyc-doe-resources/


Additional resources and ongoing support

Customer Care

Seek information specific to 
enrollment and rosters, technical 
support, materials and kits, and 
teaching support, weekdays 
7AM-10PM EST and weekends 
10AM-6PM EST.

help@amplify.com

800-823-1969

Amplify Chat

Pg. 
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Hidden slide: Amplify Chat



Final Questions?



Please provide us feedback!

URL:  https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5DQW2T6

Presenter name: 

91



Thank you & be well!

92


